We theoretically study a quantum destructive interference (QDI) induced photon blockade in a two-qubit driven cavity QED system with dipole-dipole interaction (DDI). In the absence of dipoledipole interaction, we show that a QDI-induced photon blockade can be achieved only when the qubit resonance frequency is different from the cavity mode frequency. When DDI is introduced the condition for this photon blockade is strongly dependent upon the pump field frequency, and yet is insensitive to the qubit-cavity coupling strength. Using this tunability feature we show that the conventional energy-level-anharmonicity-induced photon blockade and this DDI-based QDIinduced photon blockade can be combined together, resulting in a hybrid system with substantially improved mean photon number and second order correlation function. Our proposal provides a non-conventional and experimentally feasible platform for generating single photons.
I. INTRODUCTION
Single photon sources have important applications in quantum information protocols such as quantum key distributions [1] , quantum cryptography [2] , quantum entanglement [3] and optical quantum computing [4] etc. Photon blockade (PB) is a key technique and a major contender [5] among various single photon source schemes. In a conventional PB, the energy-level anharmonicity (ELA) implies that the absorption of a photon necessarily blocks the corresponding transition, preventing transmission of later arriving photons at the same frequency. This scheme can result in non-classical statistical characteristics of photons, yielding sub-Poissonian statistics and photon anti-bunching behavior [6] that are essential for applications in the field of quantum information science [7] .
Cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) system is a typical physical platform to realize the PB phenomenon, where a two-level qubit is strongly coupled to the cavity mode. The corresponding anharmonic energy intervals by cavity interaction reject all but a single photon of a specific driving field frequency, which may lead to antibunched photons. This ELA-induced PB requires strong coupling qubit-cavity strengths [8] and is widely known as the conventional photon blockade (CPB) [9] . To date, ELA-based PB has been experimentally and theoretically studied in various systems [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , including atom-cavity QED [16] [17] [18] , optomechanical systems [19] [20] [21] , circuit QED systems [22] [23] [24] , Kerr-nonlinearity systems [25] [26] [27] , and so on.
Quantum destructive interference effect (QDI) [28] is a widely recognized optical excitation protocol where interference between multiple optical excitation pathways can lead to strong enhancement/suppression of selected optical transitions and effects such as ac Start shift suppression, ionization suppression, wave-mixing channel enhancement/suppression, and resonant enhanced ionization spectroscopy etc. It has also been used to realize PB and the corresponding scheme is referred to as the unconventional photon blockade (UPB) [29, 30] . Essentially, the QDI-induced PB is originated from a QDI effect involving two (or more) different excitation pathways [31] , resulting in elimination of two-photon excitation. Since strong coupling strengths are not required for achieving QDI-induced PB [32] , this scheme has received great attention and it has been proposed for many quantum systems including multi-level atomcavity QED system [33] , quantum dots [34] , thirdorder nonlinearity scheme [35, 36] , optical parametric amplifier scheme [37] , optomechanical device [38] [39] [40] , non-Markovian system [41] , two-emitter-cavity [42] and Jaynes-Cummings model [31, 43, 44] . Recently, the QDIinduced PB has been demonstrated in superconducting QED systems [45, 46] .
Although the ELA-induced PB have been demonstrated in several systems it generally cannot yield very small second-order correlation function g (2) (0) which is a standard bench mark criterion for the performance of a PB. This is because in ELA-induced PB generally requires strong coupling where two-and perhaps multiphoton excitation cannot be simultaneously avoided. On the other hand, a QDI-induced PB has the advantage of being able to achieve extremely strong antibunching behavior which necessarily results in ideal g (2) (0) → 0. However, because QDI generally requires the driving field intensity be weak enough to prevent multiphoton excitation pathways from becoming dominant the number of generated photon in the cavity is therefore very small, making experimental detection difficult. Clearly, the strong coupling requirement for ELA scheme and the weak coupling condition for QDI scheme are mutually exclusive and present an obstacle for simultaneously achiev-ing large photon number and exceedingly small g (2) (0).
In this work, we propose a two-qubit (e.g., two twolevel atoms) single-cavity system that combines the advantages of ELA scheme and QDI scheme for novel PB performance. We study a hybrid PB scheme in which an ELA-based mechanism and a QDI-based mechanism act cooperatively in a two-qubit cavity QED system with dipole-dipole interaction (DDI). In this configuration a two-qubit system is coherently "locked" by a cavity mode, effectively making it a "super-qubit" system with two "internal" excitation pathways. Here, each pathway involves one qubit in a coherently locked and driven twoqubit-one-cavity system. This new scheme mimics the diamond excitation scheme (therefore also referred to as a diamond PB or DPB) in nonlinear optics where robust QDI effect can play a dominant role [28] . We find that the excitation pathways via two individual but locked qubits are indistinct when the qubit resonance frequency is the same as that of the cavity mode, yielding the constructive interference. However, when the qubit resonance frequency is shifted from the cavity mode frequency, the two excitation pathways become distinct, yielding a destructive interference. In contrary to UPBs where the destructive interference is formed by different excitation pathways in the same single qubit, the proposed DPB scheme is independent of coupling strength. This implies that in the presence of the DDI both the ELA and QDI induced PBs, which are the two core elements of the DPB, can be achieved at the same coupling strength for the probe of same frequency. This opens the possibility for a hybrid and extremely strong PB effect that yields a well-detectable mean photon number, the virtual of an ELA-PB, and yet extremely small g (2) (0) which is the virtual of a QDI-PB.
II. MODEL SYSTEM
We consider two identical two-level qubit with resonant frequency ω a and are embedded inside a single mode cavity with resonant frequency ω c . The ground (excited) state is labeled as |g (|e ), respectively, and the positions of two qubits are given by x j (j = 1 − 2) ( Fig. 1 ). The two qubits are coherently driven by a pump field with angular frequency ω p and Rabi frequency Ω p . The dipole-dipole interaction (DDI) plays an important role to the statistical properties of the cavity field when |x 1 − x 2 | < λ a ≡ 2πc/ω a and it can be safely neglected if the two qubits are well separated. Assuming that these two qubits have the same qubit-cavity coupling strength g and using rotating wave approximation, the Hamiltonian in the presence of DDI can be expressed as where ∆ c = ω p − ω c and ∆ a = ω p − ω a are the cavity and qubit frequency detunings, respectively. Here, a (a † ) is the cavity field annihilation (creation) operator, and σ j = |g j e| is the lowering operators of the j-th qubit. The DDI strength J between two qubits is given by [47] 
where θ is the angle between the qubit dipole moment µ and the distance vector d = x 2 − x 1 . γ is the qubit decay rate in free space and k = ω a /c is the wave vector for the qubit resonant frequency ω a . The dynamics of this two-quibit coherently driven system is described by the master equation [6] :
where ρ is the system density matrix,
describes the collective damping resulting from the mutual exchange of spontaneously emitted photons through the common reservoir, and the collective emission rate is given by [48] 
III. ENERGY LEVEL ANHARMONICITY AND QUANTUM INTERFERENCE INDUCED PBS IN THE ABSENCE OF DDI
We first consider the case where the DDI is absent, i.e., two qubits are well separated with kd ≫ 1. In this case, using collective states, i.e., |gg, n , |±, n ≡ (|eg, n + |ge, n )/ √ 2 and |ee, n , one can rewrite the Hamiltonian (1) to give H = ∆ a S † S + ∆ c a † a + 2g(aS † + a † S) + Ω p (S + S † ) with collective operator S = (σ 1 + σ 2 )/ √ 2. In the strong coupling regime, it is convenient to describe the system by using the dressed state representation [see Fig. 2 (a) and supplementary material]. In nphoton space the eigenstates form ladder-type doublets with unevenly separated energy levels. When the pump field was tuned to one of the states of the lowest doublet, e.g., 2g 2 = ∆ a ∆ c , the absorption of a second photon of the pump field will be blocked due to the large energy mismatch resulted from energy level anharmonicity. Figure 2 (c) depicts the second order correlation function g (2) (0) = a † a † aa /( a † a ) 2 < 1 for this DDI-neglected DPB scheme. Here, we choose system parameters as ∆ c = −30κ, g = 5κ, γ = κ, and Ω p = 0.1κ. Figure 2 (c) exhibits two PBs originated from different mechanisms. The blue dash-dotted line indicates the detuning ∆ a ≈ −1.6κ for realizing an ELA-induced PB operation whereas the red dash-dotted line shows the location of the QDI-induced PB operation. The latter exhibits near two orders of magnitude smaller g (2) (0), a virtue of the QDI-based PB operation. However, the mean photon number only peaks at the location of ELAbased PB operation. The three-order of magnitude difference in mean photon number demonstrates the significant experimental detection advantage of ELA scheme over the QDI scheme.
To elucidate two separately located PBs of different origins we examine the two-qubit-cavity coupling without using the dressed state picture. Figure 2 (b) exhibits two pathways for two-photon excitation of the state |+, 1 after direct one-photon excitation of the state |+, 0 . One path is indicated by straight and curved yellow arrows
→ |+, 1 and the other path is indicated by straight and curved green arrows
→ |+, 1 , respectively. When ∆ a = ∆ c , these two excitation pathways are indistinguishable so that the two photon excitation can be enhanced due to the constructive interference. However, when ∆ a = ∆ c , these two excitation pathways are distinct and form a destructive interference which leads to the blockade of two-photon excitation of state |+, 1 . This is the essence of QDI-induced PB effect. Using the amplitude equations, one can show that the condition for achieving this QDI-induced PB is ∆ c = −2∆ a which is independent of the coupling strength, a virtue which can be used to achieve a novel PB operation with large mean photon number and yet extremely small g (2) (0) [see discussion below and supplementary material].
We note that the such a quantum interference by excitation pathways does not exist in a single qubit cavitydriven QED system. In the single qubit case, the twophoton state |g, 2 can only be excited via a single pathway, i.e., |g, 0 Ωp → |e, 0 g → |g, 1 Ωp → |e, 1 g → |g, 2 . We also note that the QDI-induce PB in the two qubits cavity-driven QED system described in this work is different from those reported in literature [30, 45, 46] . In our DPB system, the condition for realizing the QDIinduced PB is insensitive to the coupling strength and this indicates that the scheme is more robust and immune to field-related fluctuations in applications.
IV. DIPOLE-DIPOLE INTERACTION (DDI) INDUCED STRONG PB EFFECT
While Fig. 2(c) exhibits virtues of ELA-scheme and QDI-scheme these features occur at different PB operational frequencies and therefore this type of DPB is not useful. We naturally ask if the ELA-scheme and QDI-scheme can be combined with an additional interaction control mechanism so that the advantages of both schemes can be maximized at the same PB frequency. As we show below that the combination of DPB and DDI can indeed achieve this goal, resulting in a hybrid DPB that preserves the virtue of large mean photon number and extremely small g (2) (0).
In the presence of DDI, the state |+, n is shifted by an amount of J which characterizes the DDI strength. Consequently, the condition for achieving ELA-induced PB becomes 2g 2 = ∆ c (∆ a − J). However, for the QDIinduced PB because both |+, 0 and |+, 1 states are shifted by the same amount of J in the same direction, the condition for realizing the QDI-induced PB remains the same. It is this differential change that provides a tunability that can lead to overlap of the operational frequencies of both schemes. This desired operation regime can be achieved by making ∆ c = −2∆ a and which results in a very strong PB phenomenon as shown in Fig. 3 (a) and 3(b). Here, an order of magnitude mean photon number increase and more than four orders of magnitude reduction of g (2) (0) are achieved simultaneously at the same PB operational frequency of ∆ a /κ = 15. [see the green dashed lines and the black curves are the same as those shown in Fig. 2(c) ].
In Fig. 4 , we plot the second-order correlation function g (2) (0) [panel (a)] and the mean photon number a † a [panel (b)] as functions of the DDI strength J/g and detuning ∆ a /κ by setting ∆ c = −2∆ a (other system parameters are the same as those used in Fig. 3) . The condition for frequency matched operation g 2 = −∆ a (∆ a − J) is indicated by the dashed curves. It can be shown mathematically that J ≥ 2g is necessary for a PB operation with minimum g (2) (0). It is also interesting to note that the DDI plays the role similar to the tunneling between different cites in the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian and the detuning dependency of the energy spectrum has simi- Other system parameters are the same as those used in Fig. 3 . The dashed curves denote the optimal condition g 2 = −∆a(∆a − J).
larities like interband transitions in solid state materials, where the crossing to the maximum PB effect "mimics" the crossing of different band structures (see supplementary material). The influence of qubit-cavity coupling strength to the PB is shown in Fig.5(a) and (b) where we show the contour plots of log 10 [g (2) (0)] and log 10 [ a † a ] as functions of the normalized detuning ∆ a /κ and atom-cavity coupling strength g/κ by taking ∆ c = −2∆ a and J = 2g. The white dashed lines denote the optimal condition of PB operation, i.e., g = ∆ a . With this optimal condition, the g (2) (0) of the PB can be improved by increasing the atom-cavity coupling strength [see panel (a)]. In Fig. 5(b) the mean photon number is always at its maximum but the parameter space for reaching this optimal number increases. It is worthy to point out that the DPB scheme has a broader range of parameters to realize g (2) (0) < 0.01 than the single atom UPB scheme. [see Fig. 4 (a) and Fig. 5(a) ].
Driving field Rabi frequency and atomic decay rate also affect the PB effect. As show in Fig. 6(a) , although g (2) (0) increases as the driving filed Rabi frequency Ω p increases strong PB phenomenon (defined as g (2) < 0.01) still can be achieved. Moreover, the smaller the atomic spontaneous decay rate the stronger the PB effect be- comes. In Fig. 6(b) , we show the quantum statistic properties of the cavity field by calculating the relative deviations of the cavity photon distribution P(n) from the Poisson distribution P(n) with the same photon number, i.e., [P(n) − P(n)]/P(n). It is clear that the probabilities for detecting n ≥ 2 photons are strongly suppressed.
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have investigated photon blockade effect using a two-qubit cavity driven QED system with combined ELA/QDI-scheme and atom-atom dipoledipole interaction included. In the absence of DDI, we show that the QDI-induced photon blockade can be achieved only if the qubit resonance frequency is different from the cavity mode frequency and the mean photon number is low. Using the amplitude method, we derived conditions for the ELA-based CPB and QDI-based UPB. We showed that the condition for QDI-induced PB depends only on the pump field frequency and the effect is insensitive to the qubit-cavity coupling strength. We also showed that extremely strong PB effect with much improved mean photon numbers can be realized using two qubits dipole-dipole interaction. Our work provides theoretical foundation for possible experimental demonstration of this diamond-scheme for highly efficient PB operation. The implementation of the protocol is potentially demonstrable using various quantum systems such as semiconductor quantum dot or quantum well cavity QED system [49, 50] , Rydberg atom-cavity QED system [51] , and circuit cavity QED system [52] . It may lead to a new type of hybrid single photon sources for quantum information processing and communication.
